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(54) PERFORMING POST-MOULDING OPERATIONS ON A BLADE SEGMENT OF A WIND TURBINE 
BLADE

(57) The present invention relates to a method of per-
forming at least one post-moulding operation on a blade
segment (70) of a wind turbine blade. The method com-
prises the providing a holding device (88) for supporting
the blade segment (70) at its spar structure (62), the hold-
ing device (88) comprising a coupling member (90) for

engaging the spar structure (62). The blade segment (70)
is held with the holding device (88) such that the spar
structure (62) of the blade segment (70) is engaged by
the coupling member (90), and performing at least one
post-moulding operation on the shell structure (82) of the
blade segment (70).
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Description

Field of the invention

[0001] The present invention relates to a method of
performing at least one post-moulding operation on a
blade segment of a wind turbine blade and to a support
assembly for performing a post-moulding operation on a
blade segment of a wind turbine blade.

Background of the invention

[0002] Wind power provides a clean and environmen-
tally friendly source of energy. Wind turbines usually
comprise a tower, generator, gearbox, nacelle, and one
or more rotor blades. The wind turbine blades capture
kinetic energy of wind using known airfoil principles. Mod-
ern wind turbines may have rotor blades that exceed 90
meters in length.
[0003] Wind turbine blades are usually manufactured
by forming two shell parts or shell halves from layers of
woven fabric or fibre and resin. Spar caps or main lami-
nates are placed or integrated in the shell halves and
may be combined with shear webs or spar beams to form
structural support members. Spar caps or main laminates
may be joined to, or integrated within, the inside of the
suction and pressure halves of the shell.
[0004] As the size of wind turbines increases, the man-
ufacturing and transporting of wind turbine blades be-
comes more challenging and costlier. To address this, it
is known to provide a wind turbine blade in two or more
spanwise segments. This may result in an easier manu-
facturing process and may reduce the costs of transpor-
tation and erecting of wind turbines. The blade segments
may be transported to the erection site where they can
be assembled to form the wind turbine blade.
[0005] However, a number of challenges arise in the
manufacturing of segmented wind turbine blades. In par-
ticular, a need exists for efficiently performing post-
moulding operations on blade segments, in particular
spanwise blade segments.
[0006] It is therefore an object of the present invention
to provide an improved method of performing post-
moulding operations on a blade segment, said method
being cost-efficient and flexible.
[0007] It is another object of the present invention to
provide a versatile and cost-efficient arrangement for use
in such methods.

Summary of the invention

[0008] It has been found that one or more of the afore-
mentioned objects can be obtained by a method of per-
forming at least one post-moulding operation on a blade
segment of a wind turbine blade, the blade segment com-
prising a shell structure with an open end and a spar
structure arranged at least partly within the shell structure
and protruding from the open end, the method comprising

the steps of

providing a holding device for supporting the blade
segment at its spar structure, the holding device
comprising a coupling member for engaging the spar
structure,
holding the blade segment with the holding device
such that the spar structure of the blade segment is
engaged by the coupling member, and
performing at least one post-moulding operation on
the shell structure of the blade segment.

[0009] The solution of the present invention offers sev-
eral benefits. First, the cost of performing post-moulding
operations is substantially lowered as the outboard part
of the blade, such as a tip end segment, is free from
supporting elements since it is supported at its spar struc-
ture. The rotor blade can thus be conveniently treated
with one or more post-moulding operations in two or more
separate pieces. Thus, the method and assembly of the
present invention are found to improved accessibility of
the blade segment during post-moulding operations. Al-
so, typically two opposing support elements, such as two
separate tip waggons, are required to hold a tip end blade
segment, whereas only a single holding device is needed
according to the present invention.
[0010] An outboard tip end blade segment can be sup-
ported at its spar structure, such as one or more spar
beams, wherein the entire outer surface of the shell struc-
ture is free and available for the post-moulding operation.
This also results in an improved working height as com-
pared to prior art blade segment holding devices and also
obviates the need for scaffolding.
[0011] The blade segment is preferably a spanwise
blade segment comprising the tip of the wind turbine
blade, i.e. a tip end blade segment. Such tip end blade
segment will usually constitute up to 30% of the total
blade length. The shell structure will typically comprise
a pressure side shell part and a suction side shell half
glued or otherwise bonded to each other. In some em-
bodiments, the pressure side shell half and the suction
side shell half are manufactured over the entire length of
the wind turbine blade, i.e. over their entire final length,
closed and bonded, and subsequently cut along a cutting
plane substantially normal to the spanwise direction or
longitudinal axis of the closed shell, resulting in a root
end blade segment and a tip end blade segment. The
pressure side shell half and the suction side shell half
will typically be adhered or bonded to each other near
the leading edge and near the trailing edge. Each shell
half may comprise longitudinally/spanwise extending
load carrying structures, such as one or more main lam-
inates or spar caps, preferably comprising reinforcement
fibres such as glass fibres, carbon fibres, aramid fibres,
metallic fibres, such as steel fibres, or plant fibres, or
mixtures thereof. The shell structure will typically be pro-
duced by infusing a fibre lay-up of fibre material with a
resin such as epoxy, polyester or vinyl ester. In a pre-
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ferred embodiment, the pressure side shell half and the
suction side shell half are manufactured in respective
mould halves, preferably by vacuum assisted resin trans-
fer moulding. According to some embodiments, the pres-
sure side shell half and the suction side shell half each
have a total length or longitudinal extent L of 50-90 m,
preferably 60-80 m.
[0012] The shell structure of the blade segment com-
prises an outer shell surface on which the post-moulding
operation may be performed. The blade segment, such
as the tip end blade segment comprises an open end,
which for example is obtained by cutting the full-length
shell structure along a cutting plane substantially normal
to the spanwise direction or to the longitudinal axis of the
closed shell, as described above. In other embodiments,
the blade segment is moulded to have an open end or
opening. For a tip end blade segment, the open end or
opening will usually be at the end opposite to the tip, i.e.
the end of the blade segment that is closer to the root
end of the final blade. In some embodiments, the blade
segment constitutes 10-50%, such as 20-40%, of the en-
tire longitudinal extent of the blade.
[0013] In a preferred embodiment, the spar structure
comprises a box spar, the box spar preferably comprising
at least one spar beam and at least one spar flange. In
some embodiments, the spar structure comprises one or
more spar beams or webs. The spar structure, such as
the box spar, is arranged at least partly within the shell
structure of the blade segment. If the blade segment is
a tip end blade segment, the spar structure may be ar-
ranged within the shell structure up to, or close to, the tip
end of the blade segment and protruding from the open
end. Typically, the part of the spar structure that protrudes
from the open end of the blade segment, such as a tip
end blade segment, is received in another blade seg-
ment, usually a root end blade segment comprising the
root end of the blade, prior to bonding the two or more
blade segments to each other to form the wind turbine
blade. The spar structure is preferably a longitudinally
extending load carrying structure, preferably comprising
a beam or spar box for connecting and stabilizing the
shell halves. The spar structure may be adapted to carry
a substantial part of the load on the blade.
[0014] In some embodiments, a load-carrying struc-
ture of the wind turbine blade comprises a first spar struc-
ture arranged in a first spanwise blade segment and a
second spar structure arranged in a second spanwise
blade segment, the first and second spar structures being
releasably coupled to each other, such as releasably
fixed or locked to each other in the wind turbine blade.
In some embodiments, the first and second spar struc-
tures are releasably coupled to each other by one or more
mechanical devices. In some embodiments, the first and
second spar structures are releasably coupled to each
other by a mechanical locking mechanism. The first spar
structure, typically arranged in a root end blade segment,
may comprise an arrangement for receiving a second
spar structure, which is typically arranged in a tip end

blade segment. The first spar structure may comprise a
hollow member or a sheath. The second spar structure
may advantageously comprise a spar beam or a box
spar.
[0015] The holding device of the present invention is
arranged for supporting the blade segment at its spar
structure, the holding device comprising a coupling mem-
ber for engaging the spar structure. Preferably, a part of
the spar structure is received within the coupling member
of the holding device. It is particularly preferred, that the
holding device is the only device supporting the blade
segment, for example in a position above a ground sur-
face, thus allowing the performance of one or more post-
moulding operations on the blade segment.
[0016] The blade segment is held with the holding de-
vice such that the spar structure of the blade segment is
engaged by the coupling member, wherein preferably
the relative positions of the spar structure and the cou-
pling member is fixed. Preferably, the blade segment is
suspended from the holding device at its spar structure,
typically such that the blade segment is suspended or
mounted freely above the ground. This allows for carrying
out at least one post-moulding operation on the shell
structure of the blade segment in a convenient and prac-
tical manner.
[0017] In a preferred embodiment, the blade segment
is a spanwise blade segment, preferably including the tip
of the wind turbine blade. In some embodiments, the wind
turbine blade is made up of two or more blade segments,
comprising a tip end blade segment including the tip of
the wind turbine blade and a root end blade segment
including the root of the wind turbine blade.
[0018] In some embodiments, the blade segment is
held, or suspended, with the holding device in a substan-
tially horizontal position above a ground surface. Prefer-
ably, no part of the blade segment is in contact with the
ground surface. In a preferred embodiment, the shell
structure of the blade segment is freely accessible, i.e.
not engaged by the holding device. Thus the shell struc-
ture of the blade segment is accessible from every side
for post-moulding operations. The blade segment will
usually have a substantially spanwise extending longitu-
dinal axis generally coinciding with the spanwise extent
of the wind turbine blade. As used herein, the term "lon-
gitudinal" means the axis running substantially parallel
to the maximum linear dimension of the element in ques-
tion. When the blade segment is held, or suspended, with
the holding device in a substantially horizontal position
above a ground surface, the longitudinal axis, or span-
wise extent, of the blade segment will usually be sub-
stantially parallel to the ground surface.
[0019] In a preferred embodiment, the spar structure
comprises a spar beam or a box spar, the box spar pref-
erably comprising at least one spar beam and at least
one spar flange. The box spar may comprise one or more
shear webs bonded to spar caps at the top and bottom
of the shear webs.
[0020] In some embodiments, the coupling member
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comprises a sheath element for receiving at least part of
the spar structure. The sheath element may take the form
of a tube, e.g. a tube with circular or quadrilateral or sub-
stantially box-shaped cross-section. The sheath element
may have a longitudinal axis, wherein the longitudinal
axis of the sheath element is substantially parallel to a
ground surface. Typically, the longitudinal axis or span-
wise extent of the blade segment will be aligned with a
longitudinal axis of the coupling member or sheath ele-
ment. The sheath element may comprise one or more
internal ribs for aligning with, or abutting, the spar struc-
ture, such as the box spar. In a typical embodiment, a
part of the spar structure of the blade segment is inserted
into the coupling member, typically into the sheath ele-
ment thereof. In some embodiments at least 50%, such
as at least 80% or at least 90%, or 100% of the length of
the protruding part of the spar structure is received within
the sheath element. According to some embodiments,
the sheath element is substantially box-shaped. In other
embodiments the sheath element is hollow.
[0021] In a preferred embodiment, the coupling mem-
ber, in particular a sheath element thereof, is rotatable
around its longitudinal axis. In some embodiments, the
sheath element is rotatable 360° around its longitudinal
axis. Thus, the blade segment can be rotated around its
longitudinal axis or spanwise extent.
[0022] According to another embodiment, the holding
device further comprises actuation means for rotating the
coupling member, such as the sheath element, around
its longitudinal axis. The actuation means may comprise
a motor or drive unit, for example for driving a chain-
based device for rotating the sheath element, for example
a tube, receiving part of the spar structure of the blade
segment.
[0023] According to another embodiment, the spar
structure is fastened to the coupling member by one of
more pins, such as one or more locking pins, extending
through the coupling member and the spar structure. In
a preferred embodiment, the coupling member compris-
es a sheath element, wherein opposing holes are pro-
vided through the sheath element, said holes being align-
able with corresponding opposing holes provided the
spar structure for receiving a pin in the respective holes.
Thus, the relative positions of the coupling member and
the blade segment can be fixed, for example during ro-
tation of the coupling member. In one embodiment, the
spar structure is fastened to the coupling member using
a chordwise pin and radial pin extending through the cou-
pling member and the spar structure. It is preferred that
at least on locking pin is inserted into aligned respective
apertures in each of the coupling member and the spar
structure to fixate the spar structure to the coupling mem-
ber.
[0024] In a preferred embodiment, the holding device
further comprises a counterweight for balancing the
weight of the supported blade segment. In some embod-
iments, the holding device further comprises a bearing
for rotatably receiving a spanwise extending appendage

of the spar structure. The appendage may comprise a
pin or rod extending from the spar structure in a spanwise
direction. Typically, the bearing is aligned with the cou-
pling member to receive the appendage, which is usually
the outermost part of the spar structure.
[0025] In a preferred embodiment, the holding device
further comprises a movable support member preferably
comprising a plurality of wheels. The movable support
member may comprise a roller board device, a roll-table
or a sliding table. Typically, the other elements of the
holding device, for example the coupling member and/or
counterweight, are arranged on said movable support
member.
[0026] According to another embodiment, the blade
segment is not supported at its shell structure. Thus, pref-
erably the holding device is not engaging the shell struc-
ture of the blade segment. Advantageously, the shell
structure is completely free and accessible for performing
one or more post-moulding operations. In a preferred em-
bodiment, the blade segment comprises a tip end of the
blade.
[0027] According to another embodiment, the post-
moulding operation is selected from a blade shell repair
operation, involving a repair of any minor defects in a
cured blade shell; a blade shell cutting or grinding oper-
ation, wherein a portion of a surface of the cured blade
shell can be cut away or ground to present a relatively
smooth profile; a blade root flange coupling operation,
wherein a pair of blade root flanges which are provided
on first and second blade shells are coupled together to
form a single integral blade root flange; a gluing opera-
tion, wherein an adhesive is applied to a surface of a
blade shell to bond components or blade shells together;
a coating operation, wherein an external surface of a
blade shell is coated with a coating layer, e.g. a gel coat
or suitable erosion resistant material; a laminate instal-
lation operation, wherein a main laminate or other ele-
ment of the interior of a wind turbine blade may be fixed
to an internal surface of one of the blade shells for posi-
tioning in the interior of a wind turbine blade; an overlam-
ination operation; installation of internal blade compo-
nents, e.g. load or deflection monitoring sensors, light-
ning protection systems, etc.; a survey of blade shell ge-
ometry; a secondary curing operation in, for example, an
oven; or any other suitable manufacturing or assembly
operations. Preferably, the post-moulding operation
comprises a grinding operation, wherein at least a portion
of the outer surface of the shell structure of the blade
segment is ground. In one embodiment, the post-mould-
ing operation comprises a coating operation, wherein at
least a portion of the outer surface of the shell structure
of the blade segment is coated.
[0028] In another aspect, the present invention relates
to a blade segment obtainable by the above-described
method.
[0029] In another aspect, the present invention relates
to a support assembly for performing a post-moulding
operation on a blade segment of a wind turbine blade,
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the support assembly comprising

a spanwise blade segment of a segmented wind tur-
bine blade, the blade segment comprising a shell
structure with an open end and a spar structure ar-
ranged at least partly within the shell structure and
protruding from the open end, and
a holding device for supporting the blade segment
at its spar structure, the holding device comprising
a coupling member for engaging the spar structure.

[0030] The features of the blade segment and the hold-
ing device are described above with respect to the meth-
od of the present invention.
According to another embodiment, the support assembly
is a mobile support assembly. It is preferred that the sup-
port assembly comprises one or more wheels or rolls
such that the support assembly can be pushed or hauled
to a desired location.
[0031] In another aspect, the present invention relates
to a holding device for use in a method according to the
present invention, the holding device comprising a cou-
pling member for engaging a spar structure of a blade
segment.
[0032] In another aspect, the present invention relates
to a method of manufacturing a wind turbine blade com-
prising a method of performing at least one post-mould-
ing operation on a blade segment as described above.
The present invention also relates to a wind turbine blade
obtainable by that method.
[0033] Embodiments and features described above
with respect to the method of performing at least one
post-moulding operation on a blade segment may like-
wise apply to, and may be combined with, embodiments
and features described above with respect to the support
assembly for performing a post-moulding operation on a
blade segment or with respect to the holding device of
the present invention, and vice versa.
[0034] As used herein, the term "spanwise" is used to
describe the orientation of a measurement or element
along the blade from its root end to its tip end. In some
embodiments, spanwise is the direction along the longi-
tudinal axis and longitudinal extent of the wind turbine
blade. A spanwise blade segment generally relates to
one of multiple segments aligned along a spanwise axis
of wind turbine blade, such as a root end segment or a
tip end segment.

Description of the Invention

[0035] The invention is explained in detail below with
reference to an embodiment shown in the drawings, in
which

Fig. 1 shows a wind turbine,

Fig. 2 shows a schematic view of a wind turbine
blade,

Fig. 3 shows a schematic view of a cross-section of
a wind turbine blade,

Fig. 4 is a perspective view of blade segments of a
wind turbine blade according to the present inven-
tion,

Fig. 5 is a schematic side view of a support assembly
of the present invention in a disassembled state,

Fig. 6 is a schematic side view of a support assembly
of the present invention in an assembled state, and

Fig. 7 is a partial perspective view illustrating a blade
segment and a coupling member according to the
present invention.

Detailed Description

[0036] Fig. 1 illustrates a conventional modern upwind
wind turbine according to the so-called "Danish concept"
with a tower 4, a nacelle 6 and a rotor with a substantially
horizontal rotor shaft. The rotor includes a hub 8 and
three blades 10 extending radially from the hub 8, each
having a blade root 16 nearest the hub and a blade tip
14 farthest from the hub 8. The rotor has a radius denoted
R.
[0037] Fig. 2 shows a schematic view of a wind turbine
blade 10. The wind turbine blade 10 has the shape of a
conventional wind turbine blade and comprises a root
region 30 closest to the hub, a profiled or an airfoil region
34 farthest away from the hub and a transition region 32
between the root region 30 and the airfoil region 34. The
blade 10 comprises a leading edge 18 facing the direction
of rotation of the blade 10, when the blade is mounted
on the hub, and a trailing edge 20 facing the opposite
direction of the leading edge 18.
[0038] The airfoil region 34 (also called the profiled re-
gion) has an ideal or almost ideal blade shape with re-
spect to generating lift, whereas the root region 30 due
to structural considerations has a substantially circular
or elliptical cross-section, which for instance makes it
easier and safer to mount the blade 10 to the hub. The
diameter (or the chord) of the root region 30 may be con-
stant along the entire root area 30. The transition region
32 has a transitional profile gradually changing from the
circular or elliptical shape of the root region 30 to the
airfoil profile of the airfoil region 34. The chord length of
the transition region 32 typically increases with increas-
ing distance r from the hub. The airfoil region 34 has an
airfoil profile with a chord extending between the leading
edge 18 and the trailing edge 20 of the blade 10. The
width of the chord decreases with increasing distance r
from the hub.
[0039] A shoulder 40 of the blade 10 is defined as the
position, where the blade 10 has its largest chord length.
The shoulder 40 is typically provided at the boundary
between the transition region 32 and the airfoil region 34.
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Fig. 2 also illustrates the longitudinal extent L, length or
longitudinal axis of the blade.
[0040] It should be noted that the chords of different
sections of the blade normally do not lie in a common
plane, since the blade may be twisted and/or curved (i.
e. pre-bent), thus providing the chord plane with a cor-
respondingly twisted and/or curved course, this being
most often the case in order to compensate for the local
velocity of the blade being dependent on the radius from
the hub.
[0041] The blade is typically made from a pressure side
shell part 36 and a suction side shell part 38 that are
glued to each other along bond lines at the leading edge
18 and the trailing edge of the blade 20.
[0042] Fig. 3 shows a schematic view of a cross section
of the blade along the line I-I shown in Fig. 2. As previ-
ously mentioned, the blade 10 comprises a pressure side
shell part 36 and a suction side shell part 38. The pressure
side shell part 36 comprises a spar cap 41, also called a
main laminate, which constitutes a load bearing part of
the pressure side shell part 36. The spar cap 41 com-
prises a plurality of fibre layers 42 mainly comprising uni-
directional fibres aligned along the longitudinal direction
of the blade in order to provide stiffness to the blade. The
suction side shell part 38 also comprises a spar cap 45
comprising a plurality of fibre layers 46. The pressure
side shell part 38 may also comprise a sandwich core
material 43 typically made of balsawood or foamed pol-
ymer and sandwiched between a number of fibre-rein-
forced skin layers. The sandwich core material 43 is used
to provide stiffness to the shell in order to ensure that the
shell substantially maintains its aerodynamic profile dur-
ing rotation of the blade. Similarly, the suction side shell
part 38 may also comprise a sandwich core material 47.
[0043] The spar cap 41 of the pressure side shell part
36 and the spar cap 45 of the suction side shell part 38
are connected via a first shear web 50 and a second
shear web 55. The shear webs 50, 55 are in the shown
embodiment shaped as substantially I-shaped webs. The
first shear web 50 comprises a shear web body and two
web foot flanges. The shear web body comprises a sand-
wich core material 51, such as balsawood or foamed pol-
ymer, covered by a number of skin layers 52 made of a
number of fibre layers. The blade shells 36, 38 may com-
prise further fibre-reinforcement at the leading edge and
the trailing edge. Typically, the shell parts 36, 38 are
bonded to each other via glue flanges.
[0044] Fig. 4 is a schematic perspective view of two
spanwise segments 68, 70 of a wind turbine blade 10
according to the present invention. In this embodiment,
the blade comprises a first blade segment 68, such as a
root segment, and a second blade segment 70, such as
a tip segment. A spar structure 62 is arranged within the
second blade segment 70 and protrudes from the same.
[0045] Figs. 5 and 6 illustrate a support assembly 80
for performing a post-moulding operation on a blade seg-
ment of a wind turbine blade according to the present
invention. Fig. 5 shows a dissembled state, whereas Fig.

6 shows an assembled state. The support assembly 80
comprises a spanwise blade segment 70 of a segmented
wind turbine blade. The blade segment 70 comprises a
shell structure 82 having an outer shell surface 84 and
comprising the tip 14 of the later wind turbine blade. The
blade segment 70 has an open end 86, as seen in Figs.
4 and 7, and a spar structure 62 arranged at least partly
within the shell structure 82 and protruding from the open
end 86.
[0046] The support assembly 80 comprises a holding
device 88 for supporting the blade segment 70 at its spar
structure 62. The holding device 88 comprises a coupling
member 90 for engaging the spar structure 62. In the
illustrated embodiment the coupling member 90 has the
form of a sheath element that receives part of the spar
structure 62 therein. The sheath element is advanta-
geously rotatable around its longitudinal axis Lo for ro-
tating the blade segment 70 during or in between post-
moulding operations.
[0047] As seen in Fig. 6, the blade segment is held in
a substantially horizontal position above a ground sur-
face. Thus, the outer shell surface is accessible for post-
moulding operations such as a shell repair operation, a
shell grinding operation or a shell coating operation. The
holding device 88 further comprises actuation means in-
cluding chain-type rotation means 94 and a motor 92 for
driving the chain for rotating the coupling member around
its longitudinal axis Lo. The holding device 88 further
comprises a counterweight 96 for balancing the weight
of the supported blade segment 70.
[0048] Also, the spar structure is fastened to the cou-
pling member 90 by a pin 95 extending through the cou-
pling member 90 and the spar structure 62. This is illus-
trated in the partial perspective view of Fig. 7 showing
an embodiment with a spar structure 62 in the form of a
box spar and a coupling member 90 having a correspond-
ing cross section for receiving the box spar (remaining
parts of holding device not shown). Alignable holes 90a,
62a may be provided in the coupling member 90 and the
spar structure 62 to receive the pin 95. Thus, during ro-
tation of the coupling member 90, the relative position of
the spar structure to the coupling member is fixed.
[0049] As also seen in Figs. 5 and 6, the holding device
88 comprises a bearing 97 for rotatably receiving a span-
wise extending appendage 63 of the spar structure 62.
In addition, the holding device 88 comprises a movable
support member 100, such as a roll table or wagon, com-
prising a plurality of wheels 102.
[0050] The invention is not limited to the embodiments
described herein and may be modified or adapted without
departing from the scope of the present invention.

List of reference numerals

[0051]

4 tower
6 nacelle
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8 hub
10 blades
14 blade tip
16 blade root
18 leading edge
20 trailing edge
30 root region
32 transition region
34 airfoil region
36 pressure side shell part
38 suction side shell part
40 shoulder
41 spar cap
42 fibre layers
43 sandwich core material
45 spar cap
46 fibre layers
47 sandwich core material
50 first shear web
51 core member
52 skin layers
55 second shear web
56 sandwich core material of second shear web
57 skin layers of second shear web
60 filler ropes
62 spar structure
63 appendage
68 first blade segment
70 second blade segment
80 support assembly
82 shell structure
84 outer shell surface
86 open end of blade segment
88 holding device
90 coupling member
92 motor
94 chain-type rotation means
95 pin
96 counterweight
97 bearing
99 holes
100 roll table
102 wheels
L length
r distance from hub
R rotor radius

Claims

1. A method of performing at least one post-moulding
operation on a spanwise blade segment (70) of a
wind turbine blade, the blade segment (70) compris-
ing a shell structure (82) with an open end (86) and
a spar structure (62) arranged at least partly within
the shell structure (82) and protruding from the open
end (86), the method comprising the steps of
providing a holding device (88) for supporting the

blade segment (70) at its spar structure (62), the
holding device (88) comprising a coupling member
(90) for engaging the spar structure (62),
holding the blade segment (70) with the holding de-
vice (88) such that the spar structure (62) of the blade
segment (70) is engaged by the coupling member
(90), and
performing at least one post-moulding operation on
the shell structure (82) of the blade segment (70).

2. A method according to claim 1, wherein the blade
segment (70) is a spanwise blade segment (70),
preferably including the tip of the wind turbine blade.

3. A method according to claims 1 or 2, wherein the
blade segment (70) is held in a substantially horizon-
tal position above a ground surface.

4. A method according to any of the preceding claims,
wherein the blade segment (70) is not supported at
its shell structure (82).

5. A method according to any of the preceding claims,
wherein the coupling member (90) comprises a
sheath element for receiving at least part of the spar
structure (62).

6. A method according to claim 5, wherein the sheath
element is rotatable around its longitudinal axis.

7. A method according to any of the preceding claims,
wherein the holding device (88) further comprises
actuation means for rotating the coupling member
(90) around its longitudinal axis.

8. A method according to any of the preceding claims,
wherein the spar structure (62) is fastened to the
coupling member (90) by one of more pins extending
through the coupling member (90) and the spar
structure (62)

9. A method according to any of the preceding claims,
wherein the holding device (88) further comprises a
counterweight for balancing the weight of the sup-
ported blade segment (70).

10. A method according to any of the preceding claims,
wherein the holding device (88) further comprises a
bearing for rotatably receiving a spanwise extending
appendage of the spar structure (62).

11. A method according to any of the preceding claims,
wherein the holding device (88) further comprises a
movable support member comprising a plurality of
wheels.

12. A method according to any of the preceding claims,
wherein the post-moulding operation is selected
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from a shell repair operation, a shell grinding oper-
ation or a shell coating operation.

13. A support assembly for performing a post-moulding
operation on a blade segment (70) of a wind turbine
blade, the support assembly comprising
a spanwise blade segment (70) of a segmented wind
turbine blade, the blade segment (70) comprising a
shell structure (82) with an open end (86) and a spar
structure (62) arranged at least partly within the shell
structure (82) and protruding from the open end (86),
and
a holding device (88) for supporting the blade seg-
ment (70) at its spar structure (62), the holding device
(88) comprising a coupling member (90) for engag-
ing the spar structure (62).

14. A support assembly according to claim 13, wherein
the support assembly is a mobile support assembly
comprising a rollable base.

15. A holding device (88) for use in a method according
to any of claims 1-12, the holding device (88) com-
prising a coupling member (90) for engaging a spar
structure (62) of a blade segment (70).
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